cation TALIESIN—organ of the Fellowship, also moulding and casting
adapted to modern systems of construction in glass, concrete and metal.
Woodworking by modern machinery. A collateral study of philosophy and
the practice of sculpture, painting, drama and rhythm. These units are
to be followed by actual glass-making, pottery, weaving, modern repro-
duction processes in any form we may be able to establish. We believe that
business men in industry will find it worthwhile to cooperate with us in
setting up these crafts.
A personal testimonial, only, will be given to each worker at the end of
his or her apprenticeship. Each year will have a holiday of six weeks for
each worker but arranged only as the work permits.
the fellowship Is not yet the 'foundation' it hopes To be but is
an independent cultural enterprise and the sustaining revenue of the
Fellowship for the next several years must come mainly from apprentice-
ship fees and maintenance work, four hours each day, of the apprentices.
Added to this may be Architects' fees, compensation from industries for
services rendered or to be rendered} the sale of complete art objects5 a
publication to be printed by the Fellowship. And the possible but not
probable contribution of money or equipment from 'Friends of the Fel-
lowship', a group to be organized among those who believe in our work
and who are able and willing to add scope to our usefulness. *
Undoubtedly, prosperity of the Fellowship must depend upon the quality
of its membership but more upon the spirit of cooperation felt and practised
by the members and myself in the work we do. Only the apprentices them-
selves can make apprenticeship useful to a master or to themselves. There-
fore no apprentice will be accepted without trial: the right to terminate
any Fellowship without notice, reserved.
each will be required To pay the fixed fee for tuition as stated
on the application blank herewith. And as a necessary feature of their
training, each will be required to contribute his or her share of work each
day on the grounds or new buildings or on the farm, for the privilege
of participation in the experimental work going on in the studios and
workshops and such production of art objects as practical exemplars for
industry and building as may be for exhibition and sale. An account will
also be kept of the money had from such sales. At the end of each year a
fair dividend will be paid to each member which may eventually reduce
or abolish the tuition fee. f
A business-like organization will manage the affairs of the fellow^
SHIP.J
the farm and garden will be so managed to employ the help of
the apprenticeship that a substantial portion of the living of members
may come from their own labour on the ground, thus enabling apprentice
fees to remain low as possible.
* The group has not yet been organized.
f The original fee was six hundred and fifty dollars for a full year, but, next
year, for cause, changed to eleven hundred dollars.
£ This was ixever established because not needed,,
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